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Abstract - Today most of the communication takes place through web and people are using internet for every
day communication. Because of the large advancements in Internet Technology the indispensable need of
security for protection of data from the assorted hackers also rises. Cryptography and Steganography both are
widely used techniques for secured data transmission. Where Cryptography is a technique which distorts a
message and Steganography hides the message/data. For Encryption of secret message we will use AES and
then image will be embedded using LSB algorithm which carries our confidential data. The amalgamation of
both AES and LSB algorithms will take place to grant Security with confidentiality during communication of the
secret data. The main objective of the paper is to assign security levels in the secret data which needs to be
converse through the cover image. From the review of literature it is found that there is need to offer
confidentiality to the secret message/data by merging the Cryptographic Techniques in Steganography.
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I. Introduction
For communication most of the people are connected through the internet and world-wide web to
convey messages or any private data. While internet is an open source of communication so there is
indispensable need to provide security in the data as confidentiality & security is the key issue. The two wellknown and widely used techniques for security of information are Cryptography and Steganography whereby
Cryptography manipulates the information by distortion of the text/data and second approachpelts the actuality
of communication. Steganography is the technique that was used earlier for secret transmission of any message
or data through a cover object [1]. A cover object or carrier can be an image, audio or video file through which
the information or message which a sender wants to convey to a receiver by using the Steganography techniques
[2].For long-distance communication it is required to provide safety and security can be done by using the
Steganography technique[11]. Both of the methods will be used to provide security, but for better confidentiality
and security it is required to combine the techniques of Cryptography and Steganography. Even the terms
Cryptography and Steganography can be used straightforwardly but then there is a case when intruder can detect
the original message so it is required to correlate both of the techniques together to achieve high-security levels
for data hiding [11]. The major focus is to silt a system using additional safetystructures in which the real part of
data
can
be
distorted
with
the
help
of
Cryptography
and can
be hidden
by
steganographic techniques. Steganography is a technology that conceals confidential facts. Thisterm is a
combination of steganos + graphein in which steganos means "covered, concealed, or protected," and the
word graphein meaning "writing" i.e. concealed writing [3].Earlier used schemes like F5,SSIS i.e. spreadspectrum image steganography, LSB were even Qualitative and quantitative to some extent but attacks are even
possible on it [3]. Sometimes the term steganography is confused with cryptography in the terms of usage. But
there is a way to differentiate in between both of the terms. The purpose of cryptography is to secure
communication from the hackers by converting confidential message into non-understandable form that can be
done by encryption of the message but in case of steganography it not only conceals the contents of the
message but mere actuality of the communication from an observer is hidden so there is no chance of doubt of
the existence of the message. As the cryptographic approach was used in past it is seen that if the encrypted
information is sent it creates suspicion but it is not so in case of invisible information.
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1.1 CRYPTOGRAPHY
Cryptography is a technique which is used to convert a plaintext into coded or non-understandable
form. It is a method of converting information from its plaintext into non-understandable form.The process of
protecting plain text, data or information which is to be transformed is done throughaltering it by scrambling
into an illegible form known as secret message. The one who are authorized can decode the communication.
Cryptography encrypts actual message that is being sent from the sender end to receiver end. Some basic terms
which will be used in Cryptography are described as follows:Plaintext - The original form of text that is to be transferred from the sender’s end.
Cipher text - It is the coded form of the plaintext that is encoded with the key.
Encryption- Encryption is a process of alteringrecords to incomprehensiblemanner.
Decryption- Inverse of encryption process is known as decryption.The keys used are public key and private key
[6].
In the figure represented below can be seen that plain text is converted into the cipher text with the help
of the key and the message can be decrypted in its original plain text form with the help of key. Cryptography
approach will be used for distortion of the message or data so that if an attacker tries to attack or any
eavesdropper listens to the message they could not predict or understand the real secret data being shared.

Fig 1.1 General form of cryptographic technique- Encryption and decryption
1.2 STEGANOGRAPHY
Steganography is a technique which is used to hide the existence of the message. Possible carriers
which are mostly used are images, audio-visual, manuscript, or some other digital illustrativeprogram
.Steganography can be done by using an audio carrier file by hiding the secret data in the echo variations[7],
e.g.while a top-secretmemo is concealedinside a media, resultant creation is a stegano-image. Benefit of
approach is that the attacker does not even get any idea that the message is being transferred. For example, the
picture of an animal or a baby could conceal the plans for our company's latest and confidential technical
innovation. The important aspects affecting steganography and its usefulness are Capacity and security [11].

STEGANOGRAPHY IN IMAGE
The steganography can be applied on image, audio or on a video file but we will focus on the image
file. Todaydigital pictures are used widely as a cover objects. As different file formats are available for
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severalpresentations andfor that different kind of algorithms are used consequently. As we know that an image
is a collection of bits (which is known as pixel for image) holdingdiversebright intensity in different extents of
picture. 24-bit images offer much more flexibility and hugeextent of files can be encoded in place of lesser bit
images [1]. But there is a problem with 24-bit pictures i.e. size is quitehuge which makes it doubtful too.
Different algorithms are used according to the type of message &image e.g. least significant bit(LSB) and most
significant bit (MSB). If we insert some changes in least significant bits then human eyes are not able to detect
them easily.
1.3. STEGANOGRAPHY AND CRYPTOGRAPHY
1.3.1Comparison of Steganography and Cryptography
CRYPTOGRAPHY
The message which is to be passed is known.

STEGANOGRAPHY
The message which is to be passed is not known.

Unauthorized party cannot easily discover the
actual content of the information because of the
encryption.

It prevents the discovery of existence of any communication.

Common technology is being used from past.

Steganography is a little known technology as compared to
cryptography.

Structure of the confidential data is altered.

It only hides the confidential data and no alteration is there.

As soon as the intruder is able to recite the real data
the system is cracked.

If attacker came to know that data is hidden behind any cover
media and he breaks it then he can see the embedded
information.

1.3.2 Benefits of collaboration ofSteganography and Cryptography
Steganography is not the same as Cryptography. In cryptography encryption is done in which the
plaintext message is encrypted that transforms text into a non–understandable form but in steganography the
message is hidden [13]. We can combine both of the methods to produce better protection for the message.
In case if Steganography approach fails& the attacker gets to know the data then even our security does
not fail because encryption has been done prior to it. This combination gratifies the necessitiesof capability,
confidence&sturdiness for a protectedinformationcommunicationdone on an open network. Earlier works
anticipated that cryptography has its own key generation algorithm and even similarstrategies are used for
encryption and decryptionprocess [6].The combination can be possible by collaborating LSBtoinsert topsecretrecords in last bit of blue pixel &restricted green works of unplanned pixel localities in edge of image.
LSB approach is even applied on the file by taking the most significant bits sometimes RGB modules of
arbitrarilydesignated pixelthrough smooth extents. By integrating it withAdvanced Encryption Standard it can
be robust [10].
Steganography by using LSB:It is a technique in which the last bit of some or all pixels inside an image getsexchanged with the bit of
top-secretdispatch. In this technique we use the last bit to hide and transfer the data because least significant bit
is the least important bit. If we change the values of last bit then there is no huge change seen in the image and
the human eye cannot distinguish between the two images that is original image and the image with hidden
text or data in it so least significant bit method is used. The encrypted image data is hidden with the LSB
algorithm which offers high security level [14]. By comparing the different Steganography techniques like
Transform domain, SpreadSpectrum, LSB and various other techniques on the basis of Imperceptibility,
Robustness, Payload Capacity it is observed that LSB is better as compared to other techniques [5]. LSB array
based algorithm can be used with the Cryptographic technique like RSA to provide two level security one with
Steganography and other level with Cryptography and even if it offers high capacity still attacks are possible on
it [9]. According to the length of the data edges 1-2-4 bit substitution can be applied with the Least Significant
Bit method which results in indefinite reduced frequent pixels [12]. One can apply steganography by using twin
image and the secret information which need to be sent through the image should be converted into the binary
form & the results got after the processing are with better MSE and PSNR[8].
Blend of AES&LSB algorithm:
Advanced Encryption Standard’sdata is arithmeticallyeffective& haswell-designed procedure as
compared to DES(Data Encryption Standard) and it'skeyforte reposes in the selection of varying key sizes of
128, 192 / 256-bit keys, which makes it tougherif compared witha 56-bit key of algorithm DES. A lot of
cryptographic symmetric & asymmetric algorithms can be used. AES is analytically stronger than DES. RSA
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and Diffie-Hellman algorithms can also be used. Even the combination of the compression, Cryptography
&Steganography can be done by using 3 keys with high authentication ,and with good image quality[3] . In
terms of structure AES uses permutation - substitution to produce the converted block. The creative DES
inventorsinventedinordinatesupport to informationsafety, but somehow all were down to zero because of the
combined superiority of AES algorithm over others. As Brute Force Attack possible on DES. So, AES is
preferred here.
Comparison of DES and AES algorithm
DES
Block Size
Key Length

Block size is of 64 bits.
There is a single option of
key length.

56 bit

Cipher Type

Symmetric block cipher

Security

Proven inadequate and not secure.

AES
In AES it is of 128 bits.
In AES there are many variants like 128,
192, or 256 bits.
In AES also symmetric block cipher is
used.
Measured secure.

II. Conclusion
From the study of various papers & earlier done works it is concluded that LSB is the widely used
technique because its insertion is secure in Steganography and it is a lossless algorithm & with AES the
encryption process will be done to provide confidentiality.In this paper, the collaboration of Cryptography has
been done with the Steganography by merging the LSB technique with the AES algorithm in which firstly the
message will be encrypted with AES algorithm and then the image is used as a cover object and the data will be
hidden in the image, so that the eavesdropper if get a chance to go through the hidden details then even because
of the encryption the message is secured.
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